RFQ-19-13425
Industrial Ball & Safety Relief Valves
September 18, 2019
Questions and Answers
Notice: Questions may have been edited for clarity and relevance.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Question:

Please see the attached RFQ-19-13425_SCHEDULE.
Please note that the model numbers provided for item numbers 8 and 9 are
invalid.
Model 1910-00L specifies an “L” orifice which is not available in the specified
size of 2-1/2” x 4”. The “L” orifice is only available in 4” x 6” size, as utilized in
lines 6 and 7 of the RFQ.
I have allowed the size to override the orifice and have offered the equivalent
model with a “J” orifice.
Therefore the correct model for lines 8 and 9 is as follows: 1910-00J-P1-5-CCTD-33-RF-SS

Answer:

The correct model number for items 8 & 9 is: 1910-00J-P1-5-CC-33-RF-SS.

Question:

For the Flowtek portion of the quote, the manufacturer has ask if you need a
vented ball or a v-ball or both, then what angle of the cut: 15deg,30deg, 60 deg,
or 90deg?
Also, for the Edwards valve size 8",# 304, they ask is this a replacement for an
already installed valves ?

Answer:

The FlowTek valve we need is the upstream vented. This valve is strictly an onoff valve, so the v-ball is NOT necessary. The Edwards valve is a replacement
for an already installed Edwards non-return valve.

Question:

Please let us know what type of delivery you are looking for.....i.e. - items 6-9
normally have a lengthy delivery time, sometimes as much as 34 weeks ARO. If
you need them sooner than that, sometimes they can be expedited at a higher
cost, but I need to know when you need them realistically.

Answer:

The Authority is aware of the long lead time of 34 weeks on items 6-9.

Question:

Also, will you be amending lines 6, 8, and 9? line 6 should read 1910-00L-P1-5CC-33-RF-SS.
Lines 8 and 9 should read 1910-00J-P1-T-CC-33-RF-SS. (i.e. - the 1910-00L model
is 4" x 6". The 1910-00J model is 2.5"x4".)

Answer:

See the answer of question #1.
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5.

6.

7.

Question:

Section III, the Price Schedule, indicates that a USB flash drive, or a CD-ROM of
the Price Schedule, must be submitted with the bid. Please advise on questions
1 and 2 asap if this is the case, since the bid is due Sep 17.

Answer:

A USB Flash Drive or CD-Rom version of the Price Schedule is not needed, if
you submit your offer electronically that will be accepted along with the other
submission methods listed under SECTION V – Solicitation Provisions, No. 05
Submission of Quotations.

Question:

Of the items on the RFQ, we only represent Flow-Tek (items: 2, 3, 4, & 5). Will we
get considered if we only bid on those items, or will our bid be thrown out?

Answer:

Please See the instructions on the revised Price Schedule, it will allow for firms
to bid on Section A or Section B as well as an opportunity to bid on both
sections.

Question:

The part number for the valves listed in lines 8 and 9 is incorrect. That part
number is not that size.

Answer:

See the answer of question #1.
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